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12.1 INTRODUCTION
Computer experimentation is integral to modern scientific research, national defense, industry and manufacturing, and in public
policy debates. Traditional design of experiments (DOE) focuses on small-scale experimentation, whether dealing with ex-
periments involving physical systems or computer models. In contrast, computer models tend to be extremely complex, often
with thousands of factors and many sources of uncertainty. Historically, even if experimental designs have been used, they
have typically been applied to only a handful of factors—even for computer models having hundreds or thousands of inputs.
This suggests that more modelers and analysts need to be aware of the power of experimental design—especially the recent
breakthroughs in large-scale experimental designs that enable us to understand the impact of many factors and their intricate
interactions on model outcomes.
In this chapter, we begin by considering some philosophical issues about exploring complex, large-scale systems. We
review a portfolio of designs we have developed or collected and successfully used to support decision-makers in defense and
homeland security. These include single-stage designs appropriate for hundreds of factors, as well as sequential approaches
that can be used to screen thousands of factors. We illustrate these concepts with a simulation model developed to assist in
the analysis of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) requirements for the U.S. Army. This analysis was part of a larger effort by
the United States Army to utilize advanced technologies to conduct the most comprehensive transformation of the force since
World War II. We end with a few parting thoughts about the future of experimental design.
12.2 Philosophy: evolution of computational experiments
“If anyone, here or later, can tell us how the approach of certainty—traditional mathematics—is going to answer
the questions that practical data analysts are going to have to have answered, I will rejoice. But until I am
reliably informed of such a utopian prospect, I shall expect the critical practical answers of the next decade or so
to come from the approach of simulation—from a statistician’s form of mathematics, in which ever more powerful
computing systems will be an essential partner and effective. . . ” — John Tukey (1986)
12.2.1 Context
Terminology is used differently in different fields of study, so we want to clarify our usage of terms. For example, those coming
from the world of physical experimentation often use the terms computer model or mathematical model to describe different
types of models (see Chapter 11). The Department of Defense (DoD) makes distinctions between live, virtual, and constructive
simulations, although specific simulations may involve elements from more than one category. Live simulations involve real
people operating real systems, and are extremely limited in terms of replicability; these tend to be heavily-scripted exercises,
but are often referred to within DoD as “experiments.” Virtual simulations are often used for training purposes and based around
realistic human/machine interactions, such as physical flight simulators. Constructive simulations are computer simulations that
do not involve real-time human interaction, thus they are amenable to high-dimensional exploration. In the field of operations
research, the term computer model is often used to describe numerical evaluations of, e.g., partial differential equation or
finite element models. In contrast, the term simulation model describes a computerized implementation of a mathematical or
algorithmic model: The model can be deterministic or stochastic; static or dynamic; and, if dynamic, time can be advanced in
a discrete-event or time-stepped fashion.
In this chapter, we emphasize the analysis of constructive simulations, and consider simulation model and computer model
to be interchangeable terms. Model inputs are one potential source of factors, but others are possible. For example, the model
might require the number of entities of each of two types as inputs, while the factor of interest might be their proportion.
Embedded components, such as the shape or parameters of random distributions, can also be explored. It is often the case that
we have a firm understanding of the structural form of the model, but the parameterization is uncertain. For example, under
certain assumptions we may be quite certain that an arrival process is Markovian without having any certainty about the arrival
rate. Thus, it would be suitable to study the impact of the parameterization using a designed experiment. Note that this differs
from the use of parameter in Chapter 11 to denote values for model entities that are constant.
It is important to realize that there are two levels of modeling involved in simulation experiments. The first level involves
modeling the phenomena of interest by building a simulation. The second involves building statistical models of the simulation’s
output—i.e., a model of a model. Because of the two-tiered nature of this modeling process, the end result is often referred to
within the simulation community as a response surface metamodel or simply a metamodel.
Simulation is regularly used to inform decision makers about a broad range of important problems. For example, DoD
regularly makes decisions on acquisition programs, equipment employment options, and recommended tactics, techniques, and
procedures. These choices often involve billions of dollars and, more importantly, can save or cost many lives. Indeed, there are
hundreds of simulations in the Modeling and Simulation Coordination Office’s online repository (see www.msco.mil). These
models can be almost unimaginably complex and expensive. Models can have literally hundreds of thousands of possible input
variables that can be set to different levels (Saeger and Hinch, 2001). Many of these input variables are highly uncertain—such
as the when, where, and with whom future security and defense events may take place. Furthermore, the performance and
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reliability of human participants and the systems they use are unknown.
This is a rich environment for applying experimental design. Countless man-hours have been invested in building simulation
models and, in some cases, millions of dollars have been spent collecting data to feed into these models. Given this investment,
it is important to glean as much insight as possible from the simulations. Well-designed experiments make this possible.
12.2.2 Why simulation?
Clearly, there are circumstances where we have little or no choice but to turn to models because of the expense, risk, or
feasibility of gathering real-world data. In the past, analytic mathematical models were considered to be the gold standard—
and a cliche´ sometimes bandied about is that simulation should be used as a modeling method of last resort. We disagree. As
Hammersley and Handscomb (1964) said, “The idea behind [simulation]. . . is to [replace] theory by experiment whenever the
former falters.” In an attempt to achieve mathematical tractability, modelers often commit a Type III error, defined by Mitroff
and Featheringham (1974) as “the error. . . [of] choosing the wrong problem representation.” Consider some of the assumptions
often made in creating models that can be solved analytically: Systems are often modeled as linear, time or state invariant,
memoryless, or deterministic. Even if they are modeled as stochastic, they frequently incorporate mathematically-convenient
distributions for i.i.d. random components and assume stationary responses.
In contrast, real-world systems are often characterized by non-linear behaviors, state or time dependent trajectories, many
sources of uncertainty, heteroscedasticity, feedback loops with and without phase delays, and transient effects. By incorporating
these features, simulation models help us avoid Type III errors.
In addition to providing suitably realistic representations of the problem, simulation allows us to address several potential
goals. Sacks, Welch, Mitchell, and Wynn (1989) state that simulation can be used for prediction, calibration, and optimization.
Earlier in this book (see Chapter 11), Morris states “that the immediate purpose of [an] experiment is to develop a ‘good’
approximation/prediction of the computer model that can be used throughout [the set of possible input vectors].” We take the
broader view described by Kleijnen, Sanchez, Lucas, and Cioppa (2005) that, in practice, the goals of a simulation experiment
often are:
• developing a basic understanding of a particular simulation model or system;
• finding robust decisions or policies; and
• comparing the merits of various decisions or policies.
Seeking a basic understanding differs from “testing hypotheses about factor effects” because we may seek insight into situations
where the underlying mechanisms are not well understood, and where real-world data are limited or even nonexistent. It may
include identifying the most important factors and interactions, or identifying factor ranges, thresholds, or regions of stability
or abrupt transition. Robust solutions are ones that yield acceptable performance across a broad range of circumstances. By
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contrast, so-called optimal solutions often implicitly depend on knowing or controlling a large number of circumstances within
the simulation that are unknown or uncontrollable in reality. Comparing the merits of qualitatively different alternatives can be
accomplished through statistical ranking and selection techniques, such as those found in Goldsman, Kim, and Nelson (2005).
12.2.3 Why DOE?
Recent advances in high-performance computing have pushed computational capabilities to a petaflop (a thousand trillion
operations per second) in a single computing cluster. This breakthrough has been hailed as a way to fundamentally change
science and engineering by letting people perform experiments that were previously beyond reach. But for those interested in
exploring the I/O behavior of their simulation model, efficient experimental design has a much higher payoff at a much lower
cost. A well-designed experiment allows the analyst to examine many more factors than would otherwise be possible, while
providing insights that cannot be gleaned from trial-and-error approaches or by sampling factors one at a time.
In June 2008, a new supercomputer called the ”Roadrunner” was unveiled. This petaflop bank of machines was assembled
from components originally designed for the video game industry and it cost $133 million. The New York Times coverage
included the following description: “By running programs that find a solution in hours or even less time, compared with as long
as three months on older generations of computers, petaflop machines like Roadrunner have the potential to fundamentally alter
science and engineering, supercomputer experts say. Researchers can ask questions and receive answers virtually interactively
and can perform experiments that would previously have been impractical” (Markoff, 2008).
Yet let’s take a closer look at the practicality of a brute-force approach to simulation experiments. Suppose a simulation has
100 factors, each with two levels. In order to fully evaluate all of the factor combinations, 2100 (about 1030) runs of the model
are necessary. Is this feasible? Former Air Force Major General Jasper Welch succinctly summarized the analyst’s dilemma by
the phrase “1030 is forever” (Hoeber, 1981). When he said this roughly three decades ago, using a computer that could evaluate
a model run in a nanosecond, an analyst who started making runs at the dawn of the universe would have completed less than
one-tenth of one percent of the runs. Even today, with a petaflop computer and a simulation that runs as fast as a single machine
hardware operation, running a single replication of this experiment would take over 40 million years.
Efficient design of experiments can break this curse of dimensionality at a tiny fraction of the cost. For example, we can
now use a 2100−85V Resolution V fractional factorial (with 32,768 design points) to study 100 factors and all their two-factor
interactions. How quickly can we finish a single replication of the design? On a desktop computer with a simulation that takes
a full second to run, this experiment takes under 9.5 hours; even if the simulation takes a more reasonable one minute to run, we
can finish this experiment on an 8-core desktop over a weekend. For a more complicated simulation that takes, say, one hour
per run, this experiment can still be completed over a weekend by using a sixty-node computing cluster. We now have other
designs that are even more efficient, and may provide more detailed insights into the simulation model’s behavior.
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12.2.4 Which DOE?
“Which experiment setup should we choose? Although the question is straightforward, the answer may not al-
ways be easy, as different criteria have been developed to compare competing designs...” — Hinkelmann and
Kempthorne (2008), p. 59
DOE has a rich history, and there are many designs that one could potentially use, including so-called optimal designs
(Fedorov, 1972). After the above quote, Hinkelmann and Kempthorne go on to state “One of the most important criteria is
that of optimality, or better, variance optimality. By this we mean maximum precision (in some sense) in estimating linear
combinations of treatment effects.” This may be true for physical experiments when the traditional assumptions are met, but
it is almost certainly not the case for complicated simulation experiments. Instead, other criteria are more important than the
number of design points when assessing the quality of an experimental design.
An underlying principle for optimal design is that sampling is expensive—the goal is to take no more samples than abso-
lutely necessary. This does not translate well to the simulation world. For example, the time required for the total sampling
effort is not necessarily proportional to the size of the design for several reasons. First, some design points may take a short
time to run, while others may take orders of magnitude more time. Second, the speed of the computing hardware affects things:
there may not be a practical difference (from the analysts’s perspective) between experiments that take one hour to complete
versus several days to complete, in the context of the larger study. Third, if the experiment is being conducted on a computing
cluster, as we typically do, we can collect orders of magnitude more data in the same amount of time required for an experiment
executed on a single processor. Finally, with the large volumes of data generated by many simulation experiments, achiev-
ing statistical significance is less of a concern than with physical experiments. Parsimonious fits are desirable, thus we may
eliminate many statistically significant effects from the fitted models if they have little or no practical importance.
Selecting a design is an art, as well as a science. Clearly, the number of factors and the mix of different factor types (binary,
qualitative or discrete with a limited number of levels, discrete with many levels, or continuous) play important roles. But
these are rarely cast in stone—particularly during exploratory analysis. The experimenter has control over how factors are
grouped, how levels are determined, etc. Even if these are specified, different experimenters may prefer different designs. The
choice of design should consider a breadth of issues, such as the anticipated complexity of the response, the time required to
run the simulation, the processing resources available, the ease of introducing changes to the model parameters, and more (see
Kleijnen, Sanchez, Lucas, and Cioppa (2005) for an expanded discussion). Therefore, simulation analysts need a portfolio of
designs.
Of the multitude of designs we have used, in hundreds of simulations studies, the closest to an all-purpose class of designs
when the factors of interest are mostly continuous and there is considerable a priori uncertainty about the response are Latin
hypercube (LH) designs. The primary reasons that we have found LHs to be good all-purpose designs are:
• Design Flexibility: We can readily generate an LH for any combination of continuous k factors and desired number of
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design points n≥ k. Indeed, we have found that as long as n is much larger than k, simple rounding enables us to generate
reasonable designs even if some factors are discrete-valued with fewer than n levels.
• Space-filling: LHs sample throughout the experimental region—not just at corner points. Specifically, if we look at any
group of factors we will find a variety of combinations of levels. As Santner, Williams, and Notz (2003) say, space-filling
designs “allow one to fit a variety of models and provide information about all portions of the experimental region.”
• Analysis Flexibility: The resultant output data allow us to fit many different models to multiple performance measures.
In particular, these designs permit us to simultaneously screen many factors for significance and fit very complex meta-
models to a handful of dominant variables. This flexibility also extends to visual investigations of the data (Sanchez and
Lucas, 2002), as we get many “cameras on the landscapes” of relationships between inputs and outputs.
Latin Hypercube designs are discussed in Chapter 11; indeed, randomly generated LHs have been used in many computa-
tional studies over the years. For any given combination of the number of factors k and the number of design points n (n≥ k),
there are (n!)k−1 possible lattice LH designs. For lattice LH designs, the number of levels for factor i (`i) is set to n for all i,
meaning that every factor is sampled at n equally-spaced values. Rather than select one lattice LH at random, we prefer to use
a design matrix whose columns are orthogonal (or nearly orthogonal) and that has good space-filling properties. Cioppa and
Lucas (2007) extend work by Ye (1998) to construct and tabulate nearly orthogonal Latin hypercubes (NOLHs) that have good
space-filling properties in multiple dimensions. Hernandez, Carlyle, and Lucas (2010) develop a mixed-integer programming
approach that allows NOLHs to be generated for most any k and n> k. Vieira, Sanchez, Kienitz, and Belderrain (2010) extend
this mixed-integer programming approach to enable the construction of nearly balanced, nearly orthogonal designs involving
both discrete and continuous factors.
Scatterplot matrices of four different designs are shown in Figure 12.1. These are a 24 factorial design, a 44 factorial design,
a space-filling NOLH design with 17 design points, and a NOLH design with 257 design points. Each subplot within one of
these four matrices represents the projection of the entire design into two dimensions, and shows the combinations of levels of
factors Xi and X j that appear in the design. For example, the top row of the each scatterplot matrix shows the projections onto
X1X2, X1X3, and X1X4, respectively; although the 24 factorial has 16 design points, there are only four combinations of factor
values (one in each corner) for each of these projections. The two-dimensional space-filling behavior of the NOLH compares
favorably with that of the 44 factorial for roughly 1/15 the computational effort, so experimenters concerned about the level of
computational effort might prefer the latter. Alternatively, experimenters considering the use of the 44 factorial (and thus willing
to run 256 design points) might prefer the NOLH with 257 design points (just one more)—and gain the ability to examine a
much denser set of factor-level combinations, as well as explore up to 25 additional factors using the same design!
Other designs in our portfolio include two-level Resolution V fractional factorial designs for large k. These allow all main
effects and two-factor interactions to be fit, can be used for a mix of qualitative and quantitative factors, and may be more
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Figure 12.1: Scatterplot matrices for selected factorial and NOLH designs
beneficial when factors are quantitative. Until recently it was difficult to find these designs for more than about a dozen factors.
The largest in Montgomery (2005) is a 210−3; the largest in Box, Hunter, and Hunter (2005) and NIST/Sematech (2006) is a
211−4. Sanchez and Sanchez (2005) recently developed a method based on discrete-valued Walsh functions. Their approach
rapidly constructs very large two-level Resolution V designs—a short program generates designs up to a 2120−105 in under a
minute, and can be used to generate up to a 2443−423. A variant for generating two-level Resolution VII designs for up to 100
factors is also available in Sanchez (2011).
Robust design is a system optimization and improvement process, pioneered by Taguchi (1987), that emphasizes the inves-
tigation of both mean performance and performance variation (see also HK2, Chapter 17). Taguchi’s construction of special
Resolution III orthogonal arrays has been credited as the primary trigger for the “explosive use of design for product quality
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improvement in monitoring in industrial processes” (Hedayat, Sloane, and Stufken, 1999). The philosophy extends naturally
to simulation experiments (see, e.g., Ramberg, Sanchez, Sanchez, and Hollick (1991), Sanchez (2000), Kleijnen, Sanchez,
Lucas, and Cioppa (2005)). The robust design approach seeks to identify systems that perform well across a range of uncon-
trollable sources of variation in its environment. Experimental designs that enable this world view treat the controllable factors
differently from the uncontrollable, or noise, factors (see Chapter 13). Analysis approaches on the resultant data focus on the
distributions of the responses rather than just the mean performance.
When the number of factors is very large, sequential screening approaches may be of interest. These typically make
stronger assumptions about the nature of the response surface, but are useful for quickly eliminating unimportant factors so that
future experiments can focus on those that are identified as important. Sequential screening procedures can be more efficient
than single-stage screening procedures. Two procedures of particular interest are the controlled sequential bifurcation (CSB)
procedure (Wan, Ankenman, and Nelson, 2006) for estimating main effects, and a variant called CSB-X (Wan, Ankenman,
and Nelson, 2010) for estimating main effects in the presence of two-factor interactions. These procedures have the desirable
property of providing guaranteed limits on the probabilities of observing false positives and false negatives when screening
for important factors. Sequential approaches we find particularly useful for simulation experiments are fractional factorial
controlled sequential bifurcation (FF-CSB) and a variant called FFCSB-X (Sanchez, Wan, and Lucas, 2009), and the hybrid
method (Shen, Wan, and Sanchez, 2009). Although these methods are heuristic, they nonetheless have been shown to have very
good properties in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness. Unlike CSB and CSB-X, these latter procedures do not require
a priori knowledge of the direction of factor effects, which makes them suitable for screening factors in simulation models of
complex systems where little subject-matter expertise exists. Screening experiments are often followed up with more detailed
experiments involving those factors identified as important.
Books that discuss experimental designs for simulation include Santner, Williams, and Notz (2003), Law (2007), and Kleij-
nen (2007). Note that their goals for those performing simulation experiments may differ from those in this chapter. Orthogonal
arrays that can be used for qualitative factors appear in Hedayat, Sloane, and Stufken (1999); these are catalogued online at
<http://www2.research.att.com/˜njas/oadir/>. Spreadsheets and software for our portfolio of designs, in-
cluding newer designs not referenced in the above books, are available at <http://harvest.nps.edu>. This site is
regularly updated as new designs become available.
For experiments where it is very time-consuming to run a single replication, there are other single-stage designs (often used
for physical experiments) that require fewer runs than fractional factorial designs. Some of these designs appear in the above
references; others can be found in experimental design texts such as HK1, HK2, Box, Hunter, and Hunter (2005), Montgomery
(2005), and Ryan (2007).
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12.2.5 Implementing large-scale DOE
Given a simulation model, a design, and input data (factors and factor settings), running the experiments to generate the output
data can be a non-trivial task. There are several ways that simulation experiments can be implemented. Unfortunately, many
simulation environments are not set up to take advantage of the power of designed experiments.
Perhaps the most common approach is to launch the runs manually, e.g., after changing the factor settings in a graphical
user interface. This is a time-consuming and error-prone method and should be avoided if possible. A preferable approach
is to use a computing script to automatically run the experiments according to a specified design and consolidate the output.
This requires some programming expertise and may take more time initially, but the payoff is worthwhile when conducting
more than a small number of runs. To harness today’s computational power, running the experiments in parallel enables faster
turnaround and/or a broader set of design points or iterative sets of experiments to be conducted. Software that takes advantage
of cluster computing also requires more up-front work, but allows analysts to conduct large experiments even when each run is
time consuming.
12.3 APPLICATION: U.S. Army Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Mix Study
“If the Division Commanders want a UAV at their level and have nothing now, we ought to give it to them.” —
LTG Scott Wallace, Commanding General, U.S. Army V Corps, cited in Sinclair (2005)
12.3.1 Study Overview
In 2000, the U.S. Army initiated a comprehensive transformational modernization program known as the Future Combat Sys-
tem (FCS) (Feickert and Lucas, 2009). Three multi-year, multi-billion dollar investment paths were outlined to identify new
technologies for current operations, determine flexible and rapidly-deployable force structures, and develop and field forces
with these new technologies. Each of these paths heavily relied on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and their yet-to-be-
determined capabilities (Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2005). The Army Chief of Staff tasked the Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC) to evaluate the new technologies and develop an investment strategy regarding UAVs. In this section,
we present some of the findings from a study conducted in 2006 to support TRADOC’s effort.
Separate working groups were tasked to address different components of this endeavor. Subject matter experts developed
tactical scenarios that could be linked to UAV mission requirements combined with projected UAV performance capabilities.
Our portion of this study involved a simulation tool called ASC-U (short for Assignment Scheduling Capability for UAVs; see
Ahner, Buss, and Ruck (2006)). ASC-U employs a discrete event simulation, coupled with the optimization of a linear objective
function, to determine a schedule for UAV missions. This scheduling problem is not trivial. Planning had to take into account
over 300 UAVs of five different types, trying to fulfill over 21,000 missions of seventeen different types, within a fifteen day
period. As if the problem was not complex enough, the UAVs were launched and recovered from mobile sites that had a variety
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of control capabilities. Moreover, the missions had limited time windows in which they could be completed—and they were
not known at the beginning of the simulation, but arose dynamically.
The ASC-U simulation tool is capable of modeling different scenarios with potentially unlimited varieties of UAVs. In this
study, we evaluated five types of UAVs then under consideration by the Army that differed based on the platform’s capabil-
ities and operational requirements (Defense Industry Daily, 2005). Platoons were to operate Class I airframes. These were
lightweight, portable, hand-launchable UAVs with minimal range and endurance. The sizes and capabilities of the vehicles
increased in subsequent classes, and the fifth type was a division-controlled asset known as the Extended Range Multipurpose
(ERMP) UAV. The unmanned aircraft carry out a variety of missions, including reconnaissance, relaying communications,
surveilling threats, and engaging targets.
ASC-U was originally developed as a planning tool for generating flight schedules. However, we showed that by leveraging
state-of-the-art design of experiments, ASC-U could also be used as a screening tool to assess alternative UAV mixes. For
details of this study, we refer the reader to Nannini (2006). We highlight key DOE issues and present some of the analysis in
this section. The bottom line is that we found that the Army could reduce the projected cost of the UAV fleet by billions of
dollars without sacrificing performance (Bauman, 2007).
12.3.2 Study Goals
We began with several specific goals. First, ASC-U requires user-specified parameters that control the optimization algorithm,
and these parameters can influence both the simulation run time and the solution quality. Consequently, we sought to deter-
mine appropriate values for these parameters. Second, we were interested in identifying which UAV capabilities significantly
influenced the performance measures. Third, we were interested in finding out whether there were any important thresholds,
interactions, or nonlinear effects—the proverbial “knee in the curve.”
12.3.3 Experimental Setup
The study goals guided our choice of experimental design. Additionally, design considerations were driven by the following
three issues.
1. Analytic Flexibility. We wanted to develop a broad understanding of this simulation with little or no prior knowledge
about the nature of the response surfaces. Consequently, we needed a design with analytic flexibility with regard to a
large and diverse set of responses and their fitted metamodels.
2. Many Factors. Prior to our study, a baseline ASC-U scenario had been developed that closely matched prototype UAVs
and potential Army missions. This baseline scenario used single values for operating time, air speed, operating radius, and
transition times based on current and future projected UAV capabilities (Unmanned Aircraft, 2005). Unfortunately, while
this could provide a point estimate of anticipated performance, there was no consideration of either random variation
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or uncertainty about settings for the input factors. Conducting a broad exploratory analysis allowed us to examine
whether the stated requirements, such as minimum UAV speed or endurance, were appropriate. After much consideration,
we identified twenty-six simulation and UAV performance factors requiring investigation. The factors consisted of the
following: optimization interval, time horizons, air speed, operating time, operating radius, and transition time. While
the optimization interval is a single value for the entire scenario, the other five factors are unique for each type of UAV.
Consequently, we needed a design capable of accommodating more than two dozen factors.
3. Multiple Responses. One primary measure was the proportion of potential missions covered (partial coverage was
permitted). Another key measure, mission value, was a weighted function of coverage based on subjective assessments
of mission importance. We also looked at other aggregate performance measures, such as the mission coverage by UAV
type, UAV utilization, mission package utilization, coverage delay, coverage by task type, and utilization of the ground
control stations. Consequently, we needed a design that permitted parallel analysis for many responses.
Taken together, these goals and issues led us to use space-filling NOLH designs (Cioppa and Lucas, 2007). We used
these in an iterative manner—as we typically do in large-scale simulation studies. Invariably, lessons learned from one set of
experiments guide or shape subsequent experiments.
Early experiments included the optimization interval as a factor. This is a user-specified value that determines how often (in
simulated time) the ASC-U software stops and attempts to re-optimize the existing UAV assignments. The optimization interval
was set to one simulated hour (for convenience) during small-scale verification runs. Larger intervals would be desirable for
practical considerations, in terms of reducing both the run time for creating schedules and the disruption caused by frequent
schedule changes. It came as a great surprise to the model developers that the optimization interval completely dominated
the UAV schedule and its quality: Mission value and the optimization interval had a correlation of 0.97. Moreover, mission
coverage exceeded 77% in all cases when the optimization interval was one hour. In contrast, optimization intervals greater than
one hour dramatically degraded mission coverage, dropping it to as low as 49%. Intervals larger than one hour also resulted
in a lower correlation between the two primary performance measures (mission coverage and mission value). Consequently, in
later experiments we fixed the optimization interval at one hour.
Our final NOLH experiment had 257 design points. Since ASC-U is a deterministic simulation, we required only one
run per design point. At approximately three hours per run, this called for over 700 hours of processing time. We employed
approximately sixty 2.8GHz Pentium 4 computers to make runs in parallel, enabling overnight completion of the computational
experiment. We augmented these data with some from earlier experiments, resulting in 272 design points. The maximum
magnitude of pairwise correlations between columns in the design matrix was 0.0372.
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12.3.4 Results
When dealing with such large designs, the analysis is more akin to data mining than to traditional ANOVA. Our primary analyt-
ical techniques are descriptive statistics, stepwise regression, and partition trees. We also use a variety of graphical techniques,
including predication and interaction profilers, along with histograms, boxplots, scatter plots, contour plots, and parallel plots.
The plots and model fits in this section were generated using JMP, which is an interactive statistics package developed by the
SAS corporation (JMP, Version 8, 2009). Our intent is to highlight several types of statistical and graphical approaches that
we have found useful for assessing the results of large-scale simulation experiments. Details about the background, systems,
analysis, and implications can be found in Nannini (2006).
Descriptive Statistics
We begin by presenting histograms of the performance measures. JMP histograms are accompanied by a box-and-whisker
plot to help identify outliers. The bracket alongside the box-and-whisker plot identifies the range spanning the densest 50%
of the data. Figure 12.2 shows that many of the performance measures appear relatively bell-shaped and symmetric, with the
baseline scenario falling in the center of the data. However, several measures have multimodel distributions. Of particular
interest are the coverage distributions for the meteorological and communication intelligence payloads. Two other measures
demonstrate minimal to no variation in their coverage. The measure for the foliage penetrating radar/light detection and ranging
(FOPEN/LIDAR) payload centered on 46.4% coverage, with little variation. Surprisingly, the simulation solution did not
allocate unmanned aircraft to any supply delivery missions.
Interactive Regression Modeling
Our process consisted of a mixed stepwise technique, followed by standard least squares regression. We inspected trends
in first order, first order with interactions, and second order polynomial models. We evaluate the step history using the F-
Test to evaluate the significance of each term added to the model and construct a final model consisting of nine main effects,
one interaction term, and one second-order polynomial term. As Figure 12.3 shows, we quickly reach a point where adding
statistically significant terms has essentially no practical impact on the model fit. As we mentioned earlier, this can easily occur
when there are large data sets, so it is important not to rely on statistical significance alone. In order to facilitate interpretation
and explanation, parsimonious models are desirable.
Figure 12.4 displays the actual value by predicted plot and summary data for the final model consisting of nine main effects,
one two-factor interaction, and one second-order polynomial. The eleven terms account for 92% of the variance within the
model. Two predictors accounted for nearly 68% of the variance within the model: Class IV operating radius at 53%, and Class
I operating time for another 15%. All of the factors were highly significant (p-value< 0.0001).
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Figure 12.2: Histograms of twenty response variables for Mission Coverage
of the UAVs. Figure 12.5 is a portion of the interaction profiler generated by JMP. In this plot, the y-axis represents the mission
value, and the x-axes represent each term’s range. The smaller plots display the effects of pairs of factors on the response. JMP
displays solid curves for interaction terms that are included in the model, and the magnitude of the interaction is reflected by
how far from parallel the curves are. These plots are useful tools for conveying the meaning of interactions to decision makers.
Looking at the middle row, we see ERMP time horizon crossed with ERMP operating time on the center-right plot. The
top line represents the highest mission values when the horizon time is set to the ERMP UAV’s lowest level of 28.8 hrs. This
finding seems counterintuitive. It implies that when planning for ERMP UAV missions we should be myopic in our approach
and consider a set of mission areas that become available sooner rather than a larger set of potential mission areas over a broader
time window. Upon further analysis, we found that this process could be explained in the following way. If the ERMP time
horizon is greater than 28.8 hrs, the optimization process attempts to allocate the UAV resource to missions of greater value
within the extended future time horizon. In doing so, the process skips available missions of lesser value that are closer to the
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Figure 12.4: Final fitted model for Mission Value
Additional insights gained from Figure 12.5 involve the combined effects of Class IV operating radius and ERMP time
horizon. The center-top plot indicates that relatively high mission values are obtained when the Class IV operating radius is
set at its maximum level of 90 km and ERMP time horizon is set at its lowest level of 28.8 hrs. However, we also observe
diminishing returns for the effect of Class IV operating radius on mission value. The center-left plot on the interaction profile
indicates this effect. When ERMP time horizon is set to its lowest level of 28.8 hrs, the effect of Class IV operating radius on
mission value diminishes around 85 km, when all other effects remain constant.
The insights gained from exploring the interaction between ERMP time horizon and operating time, Class IV operating
radius, and Class I operating time are significant. In the scenario examined by our study, the results indicate that overall

































































Figure 12.5: Interaction profiler for final fitted model of Mission Value
develops an alternate regression model using mission coverage as the response variable.
The regression model developed for mission value provides an initial assessment to the solution of ASC-U. However, it is
difficult to relate the numerical value provided by this measure to a tactical measure of effectiveness that military commanders
can apply in an operational environment. Therefore, we developed a regression model for the overall mission coverage for the
scenario.
Our analysis for the mission coverage followed the same path as the development process for the mission value model
described previously. We evaluated the history generated in the stepwise regression of the full quadratic model in order to
construct a final model consisting of ten main effects and one second-order polynomial. The actual value by predicted plot and
the statistical report for the regression model for mission coverage is displayed in Figure 12.6.
All of the factors within our final model for mission coverage were significant (p-value< 0.0001). The eleven terms account
for 92% of the variance within the model. Two predictors accounted for nearly 74% of the variance within the model: Class I
operating time at 54%, and Class IV operating radius for another 20%. This result was opposite that of the mission value model,
which had Class IV operating radius accounting for 53% and Class I operating time for another 15%. This finding indicates
that mission value does not necessarily depict equivalent coverage.
Initially, mission value and mission coverage seem to imply a similar measure of effectiveness. Mission value is derived
from a value rate that is dependent on the mission area and required sensor package. This “weighting” system may result in a
scenario with a mission value that does not correspond to equivalent mission coverage. For example, mission areas with more
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Figure 12.6: Final fitted model for Mission Coverage
cumulative effect results in a high mission value, but relatively low mission coverage. This was an important finding for the
user community of ASC-U. While the simulation developers recognized that ASC-U demonstrates consistency “characterized
by increases in UAV performance resulting in corresponding increases in mission coverage and overall mission value,” (Ahner,
2006) understanding the difference between the two measures helps the user community evaluate the impact of their assigned
value rates relative to mission areas and aircraft payloads.
Regression Trees
We explored the significant factors further using JMPs partitioning platform. JMP allows the analyst to generate regression
trees as a method of exploratory modeling. Regression trees employ a binning and averaging process. The software’s algorithm
evaluates all of the predictor values in order to determine the optimum split in the tree. The predictor partition value that
generates the highest reduction in total sum of squares is selected to create a new branch in the tree (Sall, Creighton, and
Lehman, 2005).
The regression tree in Figure 12.7 indicates that when Class III aircraft have an operating radius of greater than or equal
to 41.9 km, the mean coverage for meteorological missions is increased by 16% for the scenario used in the study. This also
corresponded to nearly a doubling of the meteorological coverage of the baseline scenario.
The regression tree in Figure 12.8 displays the first three splits for communication intelligence coverage. The third split
on the right is represented by ERMP time horizon ≥ 36.3 hrs and falls under Class IV operating radius ≥ 73.4 km. The result
is a two percent increase to communication intelligence coverage, relative to the baseline scenario. This corresponds to nine
percent of the variation of the performance measure.




















































Partition for Meteorological Coverage
Figure 12.7: Regression tree for Meteorological Coverage
multiple performance measures in a consolidated manner is difficult, so we focused on the initial splits. Specifically, we
identified the significant factor, the level of the factor identifying the branch with the increased mean, the percent increase over
the range of the examined performance measure, and the percent increase in coverage. Table 12.1 displays the results of the
exploration.
The most significant increase in percent coverage occurred for the meteorological sensor package, with a 15.12% increase
to the mean when Class III operating radius is set at greater than or equal to 41.9 km. This result corresponds to a 30.24%
increase over the entire range of percent coverage for meteorological missions. While the other splits did not cause a substantial
increase to the mean of the other performance measures, we note that five splits resulted in a 15% or greater increase over the
range of the measure studied. Class IV operating radius and Class I operating time with seven splits each represented the
largest number of splits for the twenty-one performance measures. Class III operating radius produced one split. It was the
most significant factor to influence the mean of meteorological percent coverage. Interestingly, Class I operating time was the
most significant factor for percent coverage by type of all the UAVs. Finally, no UAVs were ever allocated to supply delivery



























































































Partition for COMINT Coverage
Figure 12.8: Regression tree for Communication Intelligence Coverage
Other Useful Plots
A Prediction Profiler appears in Figure 12.9. Each subplot shows the effect of changing a single factor’s value while holding the
rest constant. The steepness of the curves indicate that Class IV operating radius has the strongest effect on mission coverage.
Class I operating time, the ERMP operating time, and the ERMP time horizon demonstrate lesser effects. The remaining
main effects display a relatively weak effect on percent coverage, although all these terms are, nonetheless, highly significant
(p-values< 0.0001). Plots like these are often more informative to decision makers than lists of the fitted regression parameters.
The Prediction Profiler can also be used interactively, allowing the analyst to set the factor values to other ranges within
their original ranges and observe the effects. To illustrate, portions of the Prediction Profiler for two different combinations of
factor settings appear in Figure 12.10. On the left hand side appears a point estimate and half-interval width for predicting the
expected Mission Value using the fitted model. If interactions are present, then the slopes of the lines or curves in individual
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Table 12.1: Impacts of first splits in regression trees for multiple responses
Response Factor in first split Base scenario Partition creating Percent increase Associated
of regression tree factor setting positive increase on over range percent increase
for Mission Value mean Mission Value of response in coverage
Mission Value 4Radius 75 km ≥ 68.9 km 8.21
Overall Coverage 10prT 0.830 hrs ≥ 0.787 hr 8.28 0.82
Supply Delivery N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Meteorological 3Radius 40 km ≥ 41.9 km 30.24 15.12
COMINT 4Radius 75 km ≥ 68.9 km 19.59 6.60
Weapon EOprT 36 hrs ≥ 38.8 hrs 15.54 3.33
ELINT 4Radius 75 km ≥ 68.9 km 15.43 3.82
Class I UAV 10prT 0.83 hr ≥ 0.816 hr 11.31 1.06
Class II UAV 10prT 0.83 hr ≥ 0.816 hr 14.36 0.50
Class III UAV 10prT 0.83 hr ≥ 0.894 hr 13.00 0.57
Class IV UAV 10prT 0.83 hr ≥ 0.789 hr 10.38 0.21
ERMP 10prT 0.83 hr ≥ 0.787 hr 7.35 0.16
GPS Designator Ehoriz 36 hrs < 30.7 hrs 29.16 6.11
Laser Designator 4Radius 75 km ≥ 77.6 km 15.01 1.70
EO/IR/LR 10prT 0.83 hr ≥ 0.770 hr 9.41 1.02
SAR/MTI 4Radius 75 km ≥ 67.6 km 7.29 0.65
Comms Relay Ehoriz 36 hrs < 36.7 hrs 6.85 0.60
EW EOprT 36 hrs ≥ 32.3 hrs 6.35 1.37
Mine Detection 4Radius 75 km ≥ 66.2 km 5.90 0.61
CBRNE 4Radius 75 km ≥ 64.2 km 5.27 1.47
FOPEN/LIDAR EOprT 36 hrs < 42.9 hrs 1.63 0.03
subplots will shift accordingly. For example, the subplots showing the marginal effects of the ERMP time horizon and the
ERMP operating time are much flatter in the lower plot than in the upper plot.
We also produced a contour plot (Figure 12.11) to show the joint effect of Class I operating time and Class IV operating
radius on mission coverage. The midpoints of each range are the baseline settings for the scenario. Filled contour regions depict
the mission coverage as the two factors vary. Note that because the data include variations in all other factors, these contour
plots will show more variation than contour plots based on varying two factors while holding all others constant. Region 1
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Figure 12.10: Portions of the Prediction Profiler for final model of Mission Value, two different settings of factor levels
80% or better coverage when both factors are set below the base scenario settings. Region 3 shows that coverage above 84%
can be achieved (in some cases) even if one factor is below its baseline setting, provided that the other is sufficiently high above.
In other words, it is not necessary for both these factors to be at high levels in order to achieve effective coverage. This suggests
that trade-offs can be made. In this particular example, increasing the Class I operating time by only a few minutes may allow
suitable coverage to be achieved while maintaining (or even reducing) the Class IV operating radius. Insights such as these may
be of interest to program managers trying to properly scope platform requirements during system acquisition programs.
Parallel plots provide a visual representation of the association between multiple variables. Figure 12.12 displays a parallel
plot to illustrate the benefits of reviewing more than one or two performance measures. The plot allows us to explore the relative
results of all of the measures simultaneously. Here, 272 individual lines connect the response values for each performance
measure according to the 272 different design points. Traces for the design points associated with the five highest mission
values are highlighted with solid black lines (points 11, 14, 43, 85, and 253); the dotted black line shows the trace for design
point 140, which has the lowest mission value. We note that while the design points with solid black lines represent the highest
mission values within our DOE, they result in moderate or low values for other performance measures. For example, design
points 85 and 253 are separated from design points 11, 14, and 43 within the bimodal distribution of Meteo, the meteorological
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Figure 12.11: Contour Plot of Mission Coverage by Class I Operating Time and Class IV Operating Radius
that design point 140 results in one of the highest FOPEN coverages and also does relatively well with regard to the GPS
response, even though it has the lowest overall mission value. Again, we point out that all design points result in zero coverage
for Supply (the supply delivery mission coverage). Parallel plots can be expanded to include factors, as well as performance
measures, which may help the analyst visually identify interesting combinations of factor levels. A nice feature with the JMP

































































Figure 12.12: Parallel plot of 21 response variables, with traces highlighted for six design points
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Summary
“The UAV modeling . . . harvested $6 billion in savings and 6,000 to 10,000 billets, that’s a brigade’s worth of
soldiers. Over 20 years that allowed us to avoid a cost of $20 billion.” — Michael F. Bauman (2007), Director of
the United States Army Training and Doctrine Command Analysis Center.
Budget overruns, technical challenges, and ongoing operations eventually forced Secretary of Defense Robert Gates to
formally cancel the Future Combat Systems program in 2009 (Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2009). However, many of
the technologies have been and are being folded into the Army and other defense and national security organizations (Osborn,
2009). Indeed, UAVs are becoming omnipresent on the battlefield, being procured in record numbers, and there are ambitious
plans for their expanded use in the future. Moreover, many of the recommendations from this study were enacted, such as the
cancellation of the Class II and Class III UAVs. In addition, this study and others like it have demonstrated to senior leaders
the potential of DOE to assist analysts in quickly and efficiently assessing procurement options. The Department of Defense
spends enormous sums of money building and experimenting with simulations to assist in making, explaining, and defending
choices for equipping our men and women in uniform. Doing it better saves both money and lives.
In this chapter, we have encapsulated the results of one specific defense application, but we could have shown dozens more.
For example, three national security studies are summarized in Lucas, Sanchez, Martinez, Sickinger, and Roginski (2007). The
first example explores equipment and employment options for protecting critical infrastructure, the second case considers non-
lethal weapons within the spectrum of force-protection options in a maritime environment, and the final application investigates
emergency (police, fire, and medical) responses to an urban terrorist attack. The results illustrate that valuable insights into
defense and homeland security operations can be gained by the use of well-designed experiments.
12.4 PARTING THOUGHTS
“One test is worth a thousand expert opinions.” – Bill Nye, the Science Guy
Experiments are at the core of science, yet even within the scientific community there is often a lack of awareness regarding
the power of experimental designs—especially designs developed for high-dimensional simulation experiments. Without this
knowledge, analysts are likely to find themselves in one of a few undesirable situations. First, if they explore their models
haphazardly, rather than using designed experiments, they may miss important insights or draw incorrect conclusions. Second,
analysts who try to use brute-force computation to investigate a complex model will find themselves surprisingly limited in
the number of factors and number of levels they are able to explore, even if they have massive computing resources available.
Third, analysts who are familiar with performing physical experiments may unnecessarily restrict themselves to designs more
suitable for situations involving a small to moderate number of factors and simple response surfaces. This can be problematic
because the insights obtainable by analyzing experimental data depend critically on the design.
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We believe that a paradigm shift is on its way, but that it cannot be fully realized without integrating state-of-the-art experi-
mental designs, high-performance computing, new modeling environments, and innovative analytical techniques to gain deeper
insights from simulation models. The interaction of these technologies offers new and exciting opportunities for both theoreti-
cal and applied statisticians. There will continue to be a need for statisticians to develop new experimental design approaches,
along with data-analytic and graphical methods, that facilitate the analysis of complex systems, and to educate others about the
benefits and capabilities of designed experiments. There will also be new opportunities for statisticians to apply experimental
design to important and interesting problems that were beyond our capabilities only a few short years ago.
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